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ABSTRACT: The smart road light framework comprises of control unit, motion 

sensors, LED lights also, communication systems. The lights start lighting before 

people and vehicles come and stop lighting if there is no one. It will be hard for 

people and vehicle drivers to recognize our smart road lights and the customary 

road lights as it start lighting before someone come. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

These days [1], in the entire world, road lights devour huge electric vitality [2]. 

The quantity [3] of road lights isn't known precisely [4], yet it’s said that more than 

one million road lights present in the entire world [5]. On the off chance that one 

million road lights exist, every road light expend 25W and out that half of it 

consistently turn on in the entire world, 8877GWh electric energy, which is about 

0.9% of yearly utilization of electric power [6]. Later on, many creating nations 

will introduce numerous road lights and devour much electric power [7]. In this 

way, to spare electric power that is expended by road lights is critical to decrease 

ozone harming substances [8]. 

 

WORKING 
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We will design a smart road light system for reducing the over utilization of 

electricity [9]. The smart road light framework comprises of control unit, motion 

sensors, LED lights also, communication systems. The lights start lighting before 

people and vehicles come and stop lighting if there is no one. It will be hard for 

people and vehicle drivers to recognize our smart road lights and the customary 

road lights as it start lighting before someone come. 

The smart road light system consist of following units [10]:- 

 Motion sensors [11] 

Motion sensor is used to detect the presence or motion of vehicle or people on the 

road and send the data using communication unit to main system. 

 

 Control unit [12] 

Control unit act as a microcontroller store and process the data received from the 

sensors and operated or control the road lighting system like turning on the light 

before someone arrives and turning off if no one present. 

 

 LED unit 

Plurality of light emitting diode units are used for lighting the road or street and it 

also used because it consume less power than other light/bulb. 

 

RESULT & CONCLUSIONS 

 

So, the smart road light system road lights dependent on sensor systems. The smart 

road light system will have proper management and utilization of electric power 

using LED unit, control unit, motion sensors and communication unit. This road 

light system will turned on when needed and turned off if not needed. The 

intelligent highway light frame consists of a control unit, motion sensors, LED 
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light devices, too. Before individuals and cars arrive, the lights begin to light and 

stop lighting if there is nobody. People and car drivers will find it difficult to 

acknowledge our intelligent street lights and usual street lights before they light up. 
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